as significant as the texts. The construction of a converso text in its very nature further removes the significance of the author, who consciously attempts to remain hidden.
Yet the real thrust of this book is that these converso texts are consciously crafted works, that is, they are, "in the eye of the Inquisition," defiant statements by conversos. By removing the author from the work this sense of consciousness that is so central to the book seems compromised. How do we know that these authors really intended their Jewish readers to read their work in a certain way? Many of the examples that Nepaulsingh gives could certainly be interpreted in more than one "Jewish" way, that is, they could have very different significance for different Jews. And Jews are not all the same, despite the fact that Nepaulsingh seems to want to assume that they are. He concedes that "Jews and converses were as varied a group of human beings as any other group," but he also asserts often such statements as "most Jews would remember a story about someone suffering slavery, whether justified or not, in Egypt, and compare it with the story of their own people...." Even if this is true, Nepaulsingh would still need to present something more oftheJewish menltalite' of the period to show that such is the case. Background information on the Inquisition and persecution of the Jews is not sufficient. What is equally perplexing is that Nepaulsingh asserts that Jewsagain, it seems, all Jews-were multicultural readers, while Christians-he means inquisitors-vere monocultural. And this after hundreds of years of living in something of a multicultural world? Here the problem is that Nepaulsingh slips back and forth between modern theories of reading and modern multiculturalism and the actual world of the sixteenth century. While he does utilize an impressive array of early modern, especially linguistic and literary, sources, it is clear that his work would have benefited from a more developed discussion of who sixteenth century Spaniards or Jews were, and how and why they would have written and read the way that they did. If in fact Nepaulsingh is correct in his central thesis, this work is not only interesting, but it is also important.To this end it would have been helpful if he had drawn out some of the consequences of his results, beyond the call to read multiculturally and the realization that texts often hide internal meanings not readily apparent from an external reading of them.
In the end, this book is eminently worth reading and an exciting addition from an excellent scholar of medieval Spanish literature. PeterWallace has written a very ambitious book about early modern Colmar. He examines the interplay of politics, society, economy, and religion over a complicated century-anda-half period; as if that were not enough, he also engages the concerns and interests of both the French and German historians.
The ambitiousness of the project is one of its strengths. The chronological framework is very large.Wallace examines developments in Colmar before, during, and beyond the Thirty Years'War, something that remains rare in German city studies. By using a variety of serial records, especially tax and parish registers, he identifies Colmar's elite and traces their economic power and confessional loyalties over the whole period of the study.
Like any good study of this scope, the author makes several important points, one of them being the character of Colmar's ruling elite: it was small in size and was united by family and professional ties. As in most German cities, Colmar's magistrates were obsessed with main- 
